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Explore the lives of America's 45 presidents, as well as notable first ladies, famous speeches, and

major constitutional events, with this visual reference guide to the leaders of the United States.From

George Washington to Donald Trump, The Presidents Visual Encyclopedia presents a unique

insight into life in the White House. More than 150 easy-to-read entries cover the presidents, first

ladies, the Louisiana Purchase, the Gettysburg Address, and more, and over 200 fascinating

photographs add to kids' knowledge of these leaders and the key moments that defined their time in

office.Created in association with the Smithsonian Institution, The Presidents Visual Encyclopedia is

the perfect one-stop reference guide, teaching kids all they need to know about the history of the

United States and the remarkable impact our country has had on the rest of the world.
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The White House   The White House has 132 rooms, 35 bathrooms, eight staircases, and three

elevators.       View larger

The Oval Office   The Oval Office is the formal office of the president where he or she holds

meetings with heads of state, diplomats, and other dignitaries.       View larger



Camp David   President Eisenhower named Camp David after both his father and his grandson.      

View larger

Extraordinary Elections   Presidential elections are always a time of great political excitement. Some

elections, however, have provoked more interest than others, either because they have marked a

change in the nation&#039;s political direction, or because they have been extremely close or

controversial.       View larger

Presidential Fun Facts   James Buchanan was nearsighted in one eye and farsighted in the other,

which made him permanently tilt his head to the left.       View larger

My daughter saw this at Mt. Vernon gift shop and wanted it but of course, I knew I could get it

cheaper at !! Gave it to her for her 9th birthday and she finished it in 2 days. She loves history and

this book was a winner.

My daughter cannot put it down!

Wish more of the First Ladies were included, other then that it is a great book with brief information

for each president, good for an introduction to children on our oresidents

Very informative

Excellent

My son was doing a President report for his 8th grade class and we were looking for research books

that he could use. Smithsonian The Presidents Visual Encyclopedia was exactly what we were

looking for and at a great price. Each student was assigned a different President so several of my

son's friends ended up using this book as well and we then donated it to his teacher so that she

could use it for future classes.

Appears at first glance to be a decent book on the presidents. Updated to include 2016 election of

Trump. Overview of the Presidents - most likely a person that follows current events or is a history



buff, may find certain things glossed over, highlighted or not mentioned - but, this is just an overview

geared towards kids. I haven't looked at the whole thing, so I don't haven't noticed anything glaringly

biased yet. There are also sections on several First Ladies, but not all. There are sections on the

government and elections processes. I purchased this as a gift for a 3rd grader that requested a

presidential themed gift - along with a couple of other items.

Saw this one come through the library and decided to pick it up. History was one of my worst

subjects in school and I hardly retained any of that info. It was nice to be able to read this (especially

at a younger level) and actually be interested in it. I think this is a perfect book for kids (or adults!!)

who think history is too boring. It certainly kept my attention!
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